A change has been made to Rule XXV Sections 191a(v) and 191b(vi) in the Nemeth code. This change is effective as of April 3, 2011. The change eliminates the blank line between a cell 5 heading and directions which immediately follow the heading. See the updated wording below.

Rule XXV §191a(v), §191b(vi) Instructions which apply to a group of problems which follow must begin in cell 5 and must be run over, if necessary, in cell 3. There must be a blank line above such instructions, but not below. No blank line is left before instructions that follow a cell-5 heading. The last line of an instruction and the first line of a problem to which it applies must be on the same braille page. Follow *Braille Formats: Principles of Print to Braille Transcription* for spacing following a page-change line.